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About This Game

Become a Pirate!
You are a pirate using pistol and cutlass. Show your superior skills to the enemy.

Fire Pistol!
Pistol is a weapon that can kill enemies in the distance. Fire the enemies before they approach you. You can also head shot by

targeting the enemy's head.

Using Cutlass!
Cutlass is a good weapon that not only can attack the enemy, but also can defend the enemy's attack. You can also slice the

flying object (Skull, Shark, Bomb...etc.)

Kill the Kraken!
You can fight Kraken. Kraken is huge and powerful. You can kill it by shooting Kraken's leg and its eyes. Good luck.

Challenge the record!
Your play is recorded online. You can be the best record in the world. Make your legend.

With your friends
If you and your friend are online, you can team up with a friend, and six people can play a team battle at the same time.

Recommend this game to your friends right now.
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Title: Virtual Pirate VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
MAMMOSSIX Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
MAMMOSSIX Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win7 or higher

Processor: Core i5-4430

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Abandoned unfinished Project! Avoid!. Hello,
 i eagerly bought this game thinking it is what it claims it is, unfortunately i waisted time and money on it, first of all the
controllers are not responsive from within the game, grips don't work, so as movements and menus, basically nothing works
inside, u just wander around with arrows hitting you from everywhere with nothing you can do, Unless serious improvement is
done on the game, I don't recommend it at all.
. Just a top-down racing-shooter. A bit boring, as for me.. Not as many waifus as expected.

But still good.

Because having more than one waifu will destroy your laifu.. The game that started a new subgenre. Worth it.
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it is a funny game for some spare time. great russian plane game. Don't let your computer's bits touch this game's 8-bits.

This game aims to bring back the best of 1980's but, instead, it just brought us back a bad dose of AIDS.

As many have noted, this was an attempt at a Contra clone, but 8-bit Commando could better be described as a computerized
AIDS simulator.

Utterly cuntageous. Should be renamed "Cuntra".. Not really worth $10 but it's alright. Works perfectly well with Oculus Touch
and I had no issues, and it scared the living duck out of me.. I think I deserve some kind of medal or accolade (some free games,
perhaps?) for playing this one more than half-way through. Honestly, I try to be open-minded, tell myself I'm maybe not
PRECISELY the intended target audience, blah-blah-blah, but this game is ultimately just frustration in digital form.

  The premise is to help a little girl skip her merry way through myriad imaginary landscapes, using conjured-up items (such as
staircases, giant slingshots, bombs, etc) to provide her safe passage and remove obstacles and enemies from her path. Easy
enough at first, but as it progresses, your chances of making it through seem more and more dependent on the sheer blind luck
of what useable imaginary object spawns for you next.

  I don't think I've ever groaned so many times in my life, and I don't even mean big, expressive, exasperated groans...just very
small, noncommittal, "Oh God, do I have do this bit AGAIN?" kinds of groans.

  Honestly, my main criticism is that I can't quite imagine exactly WHO the "target audience" for this product even is, as it's
clearly aimed at kids, but surely way too challenging and puzzle-oriented for the average six year-old to successfully negotiate.
A game for overgrown, forty year-old, game-addicted losers, perhaps? No, wait, that would mean that I of all people should
have enjoyed it; which frankly, I didn't.

  This just wasn't much "fun", I'm afraid, and I finally allowed myself to throw in the towel after dying in the exact same spot
more than ten times in a row (something I will more than happily tolerate from a really good game, like Limbo or Tales From
Space: Mutant Blobs Attack, but not from the more middling likes of this).

  I'm almost tempted to give this a thumbs-up irrespective, in acknowledgement of the fact that it's not so much an
"incompetent" game, but merely one not suited to the likes of Yours Truly. Yet I honestly find it hard to believe that ANYONE
is gonna get much pleasure from this, no matter what their age...which arguably doesn't make it a very successful "game",
period.

  If I ever have kids, I might force them to play this one for an hour whenever they're naughty. "BEHAVE, OR I'LL MAKE
YOU PLAY LUCIDITY FOR AN HOUR!" "NO, DAD, PLEASE...NOT LUCIDITY! PLEASE DAD...I'LL MOW THE
LAWN...DO THE DISHES...BATHE THE DOG...BUT NOT LUCIDITY, PLEASE!!"

  That oughtta learn 'em.

Verdict: 4.5\/10.. It's a nice mmo even thought it can be mostly played as singleplayer. I believe that if they keep working on it it
will soon become one of the bests mmo' around.. While you get everything you need on GM Forge without a subscription cost
or whatever the case maybe.

Sadly this program for your D&D experience has a lot of technical issues which is a damn shame. I really want to enjoy this one
over Fantasy Ground (which is more expensive in the long run).
. In march of 2018 I made a review saying how broken this game was, after  nine months the game has finally been fixed.
Nine. Months. While this is a  decent game for the its price, I wouldn't recommend; the developer\/s don't answer questions
asked, don't respond to meesages and overall the game is very, very confusing. It has no story, and teaches you very little
about how to play and to top that off the movement feels very broken, pressing shift sends you flying acroos the levels and
walking makes you acclerate over jumps making the game very hard to play.

 Overall don't get this game, save your money for a CS:GO skin or a better game. . This game makes you explore a building in
which you have to unlock rooms by finding access cards and solving puzzles.
Unfortunately this requires you to constantly go back and forth in the entire building, because you need information found
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on pcs that are in specific rooms. Why not all pcs in this game have access to the same information is beyond me. Imo this
only serves to lengthen the playtime, by having the player run around the building in search for the correct pc.
There is no in-game map, so you better memorize the map you find somewhere in a room and can't pickup.

The controls for navigating this game are awkward. You only have mouse input, there are no keyboard shortcuts.

Also, the game also only runs in 1280x720, there are no resolution options, other then fullscreen or not. That's just poor.

Refund requested, as this game is not fun to play.
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